Barry the Fish with Fingers
Puffy the puffer fish could blow the best bubbles and everyone would gather to see his bubble blowing show!
But then they saw something more amazing – Barry the fish with fingers!
Fingers mean.... finger painting!
Fingers mean...finger puppets!
Fingers mean ... tickling!

He he he! I'm being tickled!
Barry wanted Puffy to join in, but Puffy was unhappy. No one wanted to see his bubble blowing show. They just wanted to see Barry’s fingers.
All of a sudden, a huge crate fell into the water! It was going to fall on Puffy! Luckily, Barry had fingers to catch it! He also said: ‘Look out Puffy!’
The crate hit the bottom of the sea with a ‘CRASH!’
Puffy was happy again and wanted to have a party!

Let’s party!

The End